KNOX COLLEGE 4 KIDS

A Summer Enrichment Program for Students Entering Grades 1–9

June 15–26, 2015
8:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

www.knox.edu/college4kids

“This is not a District #205 document. It is being made available solely for informational purposes”
CLASS SCHEDULE

Knox College 4 Kids consists of three one-hour class periods held on weekdays, Monday-Friday, for two weeks, June 15-26, 2015.

First hour: 8:30-9:30 a.m.
Second hour: 9:40-10:40 a.m.
Third hour: 10:50-11:50 a.m.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

This catalog has been prepared for your use in reviewing and selecting a possible schedule for your child. The courses are listed under four major field headings: Fine Arts, Humanities/Social Sciences, Languages, and Science/Math. Please take time to read the course descriptions in detail. All of the offerings will allow your child to either build upon areas of strength or explore new interests.

REGISTRATION

A registration fee of $115.00 per student is due by May 4, 2015. Please register and pay online at www.knoxalumni.org/College4Kids2015 or send a completed application and a check or money order (payable to Knox College 4 Kids) to:

Knox College 4 Kids
2 East South Street, Box K-111
Galesburg, IL 61401

Need-based scholarships are available. See the registration form for information.

Applications and full course descriptions are also available online at www.knox.edu/college4kids.

ABOUT KNOX COLLEGE 4 KIDS

Knox College 4 Kids is a summer enrichment program for students from Galesburg and the surrounding communities who have completed grades K-8.

The program began at Knox College in 1975. Classes are taught by Knox faculty, master teachers from area schools, professionals, and Knox College students who serve as teachers or teaching assistants through the REACH Fellows Program. Knox College created the REACH Program — “Recruiting and Enlightening through Access to and Communication with High-need schools” — to encourage more first-generation college students of color, especially men, to become elementary school teachers and role models in the community.

Knox College 4 Kids courses are designed to engage and motivate students of all backgrounds.

ABOUT KNOX COLLEGE

Founded in 1837, Knox is a national liberal arts college in Galesburg, Illinois, with students from 48 states and 51 nations. Knox’s Old Main is a National Historic Landmark and the only building remaining from the 1858 Lincoln-Douglas debates. For more information, visit www.knox.edu.

If you would like to sponsor a scholarship for College 4 Kids, please visit www.knoxalumni.org/College4Kids2015 to make your tax-deductible donation. Scholarship recipients will be chosen by the College 4 Kids staff.
**JUNIOR PROGRAM for rising 1st–2nd grade students**

Talent and skill development is as important for children leaving Kindergarten and first grade as it is for older students. Each child in our junior program takes three classes and is accompanied by teachers and REACH fellows at all times to ensure student safety. The junior program classes explore literacy, numeracy, movement, and the arts and are differentiated by grade to ensure an appropriate level of challenge for all students.

**COURSE OFFERINGS for rising 3rd–9th grade students**

Full course descriptions are available at [www.knox.edu/college4kids](http://www.knox.edu/college4kids).

---

**FINE ARTS (FA)**

**FA 201: Art 101**
*Instructor: Colleen Noonan*

Art is for everyone and so is this course! This hands-on course will be packed with several art experiences where you get to try drawing, painting, building, and much more. Returning students are welcome to repeat the course. We will have all new projects! (Hours 1, 2, & 3)

**FA 202: Ceramics**
*Instructor: Bridget Doherty*

Come explore the wonderful world of clay! Students will learn about the unique technical elements of clay, get dirty, and get to make fun works of art out of clay! (Hours 1, 2, & 3)

**FA 203: Crochet is for Kids, Too!**
*Instructor: Sarah Scoggin*

Learn basic crochet stitches and make a variety of fun projects, including a headband, iPod Cozy, bookmark, or neck-warmer. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hours 2 & 3)

**FA 204: Dream Weavers**
*Instructor: Kathleen Bashem*

Learn the basics of weaving! Students will use a cardboard loom to learn basic weaving techniques including tabby, basket weave and twining. They will learn color combinations, patterning, and dye yarn, too! Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 1)

**FA 205: Drum Circle**
*Instructor: Jill Marasa*

Students will perform many types of percussion instruments in a drum circle ensemble. You don’t need to know how to read music. Rhythm is FUN-damental to all people so everyone can play! (Hour 3)

**FA 206: Fiber Arts 101**
*Instructor: Kathleen Bashem*

This class is for beginners, or those who want a review of knitting and crochet basics. Create a pair of knitting needles, learn to cast on and learn the knit stitch, learn the chain stitch and how to single crochet. All students will explore yarn dyeing and create a square to be added to a charity afghan. (Hour 3)

**FA 207: Hear the Music: Learning to Listen and Appreciate**
*Instructor: Nick Dilley*

Come explore different kinds of music from around the world and the different elements to be found in music, particularly those not evident in popular (i.e., mainstream) Western music. We will compare and contrast familiar and unfamiliar types of music and practice expressing thoughts about music. (Hour 2)

**FA 208: Jazzin’ it Up!**
*Instructor: Jill Marasa*

Students who have played an instrument for two or more years or have sung in choir are invited to learn about the history of American Jazz and the many cultural influences and jazz-rock-latin fusions that came about only in America. Bring your instrument to class everyday. We will perform a concert on the last day of camp! Cool! (Hour 1)

**FA 209: Knox Sprouts: Pop Up Yoga!**
*Instructor: Tina Hope*

Join me on the mat and in other places where we might "pop up" in the community as we cultivate a harmonious relationship with yoga and our environment. This class is intended to nurture your heart, mind and body wherever you are in your growth cycle. (Hour 2)

**FA 210: Little Monsters Amigurumi**
*Instructor: Kathleen Bashem*

“Amigurumi” is the Japanese art of crocheting small animals and inanimate objects. In this class, students will dye yarn and learn to follow a pattern to construct typical amigurumi. Basic crochet knowledge and proficiency is helpful. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 2)

**FA 211: Make a Movie**
*Instructor: Cortney Hill*

Make a movie from the bottom up! Students will start with an ideal, develop it into a storyboard, make some props, write a script and then film it and bring the entire project to life on the big screen. Cameras are provided for you! Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hours 1, 2, & 3)

**FA 212: Making Music!**
*Instructor: Jill Marasa*

Students will have a great time exploring what exactly makes music and what found objects (trash cans, pots and pans, etc...) and traditional instruments played in unconventional ways can sound like. By the end of the camp, students will learn what it takes to compose a sound tone poem or sound song. (Hour 2)

**FA 213: Nature’s Voice through Art and Writing**
*Instructor: Roxanne Green*

Students work in teams to explore the landscape and create a work of art using nature. Students will use natural materials to work on-site with leaves, sticks, mud, stones, sand, pine cones, acorns, etc, creating art. Let the land ‘speak’ to you by creating a natural work of art using photography (students should bring a digital picture device if possible). (Hours 1, 2, & 3)

**FA 214: On Your Toes**
*Instructor: Lily A. Blouin*

Get up and on your toes! Students will learn basic Broadway dance terms and steps in tap, jazz, and ballet; develop acting skills as they apply to song and dance; improve movement coordination, physical fitness, and self-confidence; and learn the importance of teamwork as they perform dance excerpts from well-known Broadway shows. All levels of experience welcome to come and get their Broadway boogie on! (Hours 2 & 3)

**FA 215: Photography: The Universal Language**
*Instructor: Tom Foley*

This course emphasizes learning by hands-on experiences. Students will make and develop their own black and white photo-grams, discuss the history of photography, and study exposure, composition, lenses, portraits, electronic flash and night photography. Owning a camera is NOT
FA 216: Scrapbooking 101
Instructor: Christinel Cain
Utilize your creativity and writing skills to document personal events. Ten trendy scrapbooking techniques will be modeled, and students will be able to test them out. Bringing your own photos of a few special events to scrapbook. The target age for this class is students in grades 6-8. (Hour 2)

FA 217: Song Writing
Instructor: Justin Haynes
Let's create music! Students will learn how to write simple melodies through the study of various musical styles. Students will compose a song as a final project for their own particular instruments or voice, if you don't play an instrument. (If you play an instrument, please bring it to class.) Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 3)

FA 218: Theatre Performance: From Page to Stage
Instructor: Tim Holmes
We will explore acting techniques, improvisations, and storytelling while bringing folklore, fables, and fairy tales to life on the stage. Classmates will work together to develop characters, plot, and create staging for a final project to be presented for visitors at the end of the session. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hours 1 & 2)

FA 219: A Thinking Singer
Instructor: Semenya McCord
We'll explore various styles from folk, gospel, jazz, and pop, as well as songs from musical theatre, and combine all the voices into a performing ensemble as well as encouraging solo work, which can ease the transition from blending with a group into establishing a personal attraction as a soloist. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hours 2 & 3)

FA 220: Ukulele!
Instructor: Kelly Helmich
Come make music with the joyful instrument pronounced "ook-oo-leh-leh!" Ukuleles will be provided, but if you have your own, please bring it to class. We will cover strumming and plucking techniques, chords, reading chord diagrams, songs from many different genres, and singing while playing the ukulele. (Hours 1, 2, & 3)

FA 221: The Voice
Instructor: Martina Bergstrom
Come learn to sing classical, pop, jazz, country and musical theater pieces. Students of all ages will learn better stage presence, musical knowledge and better overall vocal production. The students will give a final performance on the last day of class for their family and friends. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hours 1, 2, & 3)

FA 222: Ways of the Warrior
Instructor: Tina Hope
Embody the ways of the warrior through yoga! Learn about the legendary warrior Arjuna, from the Bhagavad Gita, as we practice breathing techniques and movement that condition the mind, body and heart. Because breath is central to this class, the only requirement is that you are able to breathe! (Hour 3)

LANGUAGES (LG)

LG 201: A German Experience
Instructor: Alicia Condearay
Guten Tag! Come and experience the language and culture of Germany. Students will learn basic conversational phrases, counting, and other common expressions in German and will also explore and sample wonderful German recipes! (Hour 1)

LG 202: Lingua Latina Vivit!
(“The Latin Language Lives”)
Instructor: Brian Tibbets
Students will learn basic Latin words and phrases related to emotions, greetings, colors, body parts, and numbers, and Latin phrases still in use in our legal systems, medical terms, science, and popular culture. We will take field trips around the Knox campus and Standish Arboretum to see real Latin and its derivatives. (Hour 3)

LG 203: Spanish
Instructor: Fernando Gómez
Students will learn greetings & introductions, the alphabet, numbers, clothing, how you are feeling, and talking about your favorite activities, all in Spanish. Use it while you learn it! Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 2)

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES (HSS)

HSS 201: Be an Author!
Instructor: Nick Dilley
We will explore what kinds of writing the students enjoy, and introduce them to the 4 main types of writing—expository, narrative, persuasive, and descriptive. Throughout the course, students will write and offer help/suggestions to each other in group-suggestion sessions. Our work will culminate in a short reading presentation of each student’s work. (Hour 3)

HSS 202: Becoming an Author
Instructor: Selina Baker
Do you love mysteries, comedies, historical fictions, or non-fiction? How would you like to become an author this summer? Express your artistic side to illustrate a children’s book or design scenes for your chapter book. You will publish your books to be donated to local libraries and school districts! (Hour 2)

HSS 203: Campus Artifacts
Instructor: Le’Passion Darby
This exploration of campus environments is perfect for students entering the 7th, 8th, and 9th grade who have started to visualize themselves as college students and those who have never visualized themselves as college students but can benefit from doing so. You will study the campus physical environment and, using the Knox College campus, will locate and campus artifacts and interpret what they mean. (Hour 2)

HSS 204: Case Crackers
Instructor: Lacey Colwell
Are you a word detective that enjoys figuring out interesting mysteries? We will work together and in small groups to develop our power of inferencing. We will use our heightened knowledge to solve hidden mysteries in stories, skits brought to life by you and your classmates, and other fun activities that get you thinking. (Hour 3)

HSS 205: Change the World!
Yes We Can!
Instructor: Laura Putnam
Service work and the study of world events will be combined in a unique way as we take an age-appropriate look at leaders who have made a difference in the world, such as Rosa Parks, Cesar Chavez, and Mother Theresa. This class will culminate with a service-learning project in our own community. (Hour 2)

HSS 206: Children at Play
Instructor: Lily A. Blouin
Thousands of years ago there were no television sets, cell phones, or video games, but there were always enough people around for a game of Nine Man’s Morris, Tiddlywinks, or Annie Over. Come explore the history of play and play some of the
most popular games played throughout history. Students will even create their own variation of a game to share with their class. (Hour 1)

**HSS 207: Es Romanus! (Be a Roman)!**
*Instructor: Brian Tibbets*

Come find out the way real Romans lived! We will explore daily habits of all aspects of Roman culture, from their names, to the way they dressed, to the food they ate, to how they spent their free time. (Hour 1)

**HSS 208: Everything Chocolate**
*Instructor: Lacey Colwell*

Do you crave chocolate? Explore the world of chocolate and learn fun facts to share with your family and friends. Join us in unwrapping the sweet mysteries of chocolate. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 2)

**HSS 209: Heroes and Villains**
*Instructor: Paul Marasa*

We will explore the basic values that lead us to define heroes and villains, and will clarify those values through literature, film, and television, as well as comic books, video games, and sports—not to mention "everyday heroes" or role models, those figures in history and our daily lives. We will also create our own stories/myths of heroes and villains. (Hour 1)

**HSS 210: Holidays Around the World!**
*Instructor: Laura Putnam*

How do kids around the world in different countries celebrate their favorite holidays? Each day we will go to a new country, such as Mozambique, Germany, Japan, Jamaica, Italy, Russia, Israel, and India, and learn about the culture of that country and their celebrations. (Hour 1)

**HSS 211: How to Watch a Movie**
*Instructor: Paul Marasa*

Come explore the visual and aural strategies and techniques of filmmaking—editing, camera placement, framing, sound and music, art direction, and so on—in terms of their total effect on the moviegoer. The goal of this course is to help students become aware of the many technicians and artists who collaborate in producing this most popular of art forms. (Hour 3)

**HSS 212: Inspire your Desire to Write!**
*Instructor: Heather Hellenga*

This course will be packed with fun lessons that will inspire both your brain and your heart. Students will create their own writer’s notebook to keep as we navigate the realm of writing, drawing, and creating together. Students who have taken this class before are welcome to return, as we will be keeping some favorites and adding new activities! (Hours 2 & 3)

**HSS 213: Language and Harry Potter**
*Instructor: Jonathan Anderson*

Think you have what it takes to create a spell using words? By exploring the world of Harry Potter, you will learn how language can be created, how it influences reality, and the history and diversity of JK Rowling’s inventive language found in the books. (Hour 2)

**HSS 214: Languages and Cultures across the World**
*Instructor: Jonathan Anderson*

Why do people speak differently across the United States and across the World? How do languages differ? You will learn the skills to explore patterns in language and uncover the answers as to how and why people speak the way they do. (Hours 1 & 3)

**HSS 215: My Dream Campus**
*Instructor: Le’Passion Darby*

My Dream Campus is an artistic course for 7th, 8th, and 9th graders who can benefit from having a visual and daily reminder of their goal to attend college and the type of college environment and culture to which they aspire to enroll and ultimately graduate. Students will design their dream campus! (Hour 1)

**HSS 216: Myth & Mythmaking**
*Instructor: Brian Tibbets*

Gods, goddesses, monsters, magic…what do they tell us about ourselves and where we come from? We will look myths and mythical creatures from a variety of cultures (ancient Greece and Rome; Norse; Americas; Mexico) and explore their meanings. The course will culminate in a creative project where each participant will create an original myth. (Hour 2)

**HSS 217: Navigation Island**
*Instructor: Laura Putnam*

Fiction and map reading combined! Students will use examples from stories like Treasure Island, Holes, and Lewis & Clark, to learn navigational and survival skills. If you like to read stories of adventure and love scavenger hunts, this class is for you! (Hour 3)

**HSS 218: Riding the Rails: Exploring the History of the Railroad**
*Instructor: Rob Hull*

Have you ever wanted to learn the history of the railroad? Follow the growth of technology and expansion as the railroad shot west across the United States. Explore the impact the railroad has had on Galesburg and shaping the nation. And be ready to see some trains! (Hour 3)

**HSS 219: Science Fiction**
*Instructor: Paul Marasa*

Come examine the history of science fiction in literature, film and television, with a focus on defining science fiction and exploring its major themes. We’ll discover the deep influence of science fiction in not only popular culture but also science itself. Most of all, though, we’ll become explorers ourselves, constructing our own stories and asking that central question of SF: “What if…?” (Hour 2)

**HSS 220: Stories You Will Not Forget!**
*Instructor: Mike Davidson*

Surprise endings that you may not be able to handle! Scripts that will leave you guessing and then abandon you…in the Twilight Zone! Stories that have something to say about issues facing each of us individually and society as a whole. The target age for this class is students in grades 6-8. (Hour 1)

**HSS 221: Word Games**
*Instructor: Peter Schwartzman*

Scrabble®, Boggle®, UpWords®, Anagrams, Jumbles, etc. Learn what it takes to be a dynamite word guru from one of the top Scrabble® players and author of word books. Come find out what is involved and what can be learned by playing word games. Strategy and fun all wrapped into one. Don’t miss it! (Hour 1)

**HSS 222: Words Alive**
*Instructor: Alicia Condrey*

Make your words come alive by extending and refining your writing skills. Students will learn by lively practice the elements of the writing craft. By using group and individual exercises, students will create unforgettable characters, write sentences that jump off the paper, and stories that will make friends and family laugh and weep. A book will be the end product. (Hour 2)

**HSS 223: Young Entrepreneurs**
*Instructor: Carissa Schoffner*

Some of the best business ideas have come from the minds of children! In this course, students will learn the basics of developing a unique business idea and how to start up their own business. (Hour 3)
SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS (SM)

SM 201: Arrrrrr You Ready to Be a Pirate?
Instructor: Carissa Schoffner
Students will design their own flags, making a compass, following a treasure map on a treasure hunt around campus, and learn how to lead a crew. Learn about vitamin C while making pirate grub, using science to make exploding treasure chests, and learn about buoyancy from a boat building competition. (Hour 2)

SM 202: Astronomy
Instructor: Mark Shroyer
How did Galileo prove the earth is not the center of the universe? Why is the surface of Venus hot enough to melt lead? Why was Pluto demoted? We will use the scientific method to discover the answers to these and other questions. Weather permitting we will have an evening viewing session for students and families. (Hour 1)

SM 203: Basic Calculations in C++
Instructor: Mike Davidson
Gain a brief introduction to computer programming writing code with C++. Work through and then modify basic programs and get a feel for what it’s like to write computer code. Topics include variables and types, basic input/output, and basic conditional statements. We will write and test our code online. (Hour 2)

SM 204: Building With Fischertechnik
Instructor: Mike Davidson
Build manually powered models of basic machines, vehicles, and even amusement park rides. Learn to follow various wiring diagrams, some including sensors and electromagnets, then power it up! Have a blast working with Fischertechnik building kits! (Hour 3)

SM 205: Decoding the Mysteries of Chemistry in Everyday Life
Instructor: Naomi Caro
Why does your toothpaste form bubbles? What is biofuel? Why was the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico such a problem to clean up? Why do we use soap? Why do we put salt on our driveway when it’s icy? We’ll answer these questions and others with fun chemical experiments. The target age for this class is late-elementary. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 2)

SM 206: Fun with Fossils: Earth History from Trilobites to Dinosaurs
Instructor: Katie Adelsberger
Take a trip through geologic time with a focus on fossilization and the history of life on planet Earth. Students will investigate how fossils and rocks form as well as how they become part of the rock record beneath our feet. Students will use their fossil expertise to conduct a paleontological dig and create their own fossils. (Hours 1, 2, & 3)

SM 207: The Future of Energy
Instructor: Peter Schwartzman
Ever wonder where our energy comes from? Ever consider what options are available now or will be in the future? Do you know the difference between power and energy (or a kilowatt and horsepower)? Do you know of ways to save energy (and money)? We will look at many of the energy forms used today and come to understand how they operate and what the future holds. (Hour 2)

SM 208: Magic
Instructor: Penny Wagher
Have you ever watched a magician either on TV or in person and wondered how the magic worked? In this class you will not only have those questions answered, but you will learn how to perform incredible tricks yourself. Each magician will make their own magic kit and add several new tricks to it each day. On the final day a magic show will be held for the families. (Hours 1 & 3)

SM 209: Myth Busters
Instructor: Mark Shroyer
Will my stomach really explode if I eat pop rocks and drink Pepsi? Does a penny dropped from a skyscraper have enough force to embed itself into the sidewalk (or someone’s head)? Do good luck charms really work? Combining a practical approach to science, hands on experiments and research, students will explore and engage with popular myths and see if they are “Plausible” or completely “Busted.” Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 3)

SM 210: Natural Disasters
Instructor: Lacey Colwell
Do you know what to do if a natural disaster were to occur today? Can you create a building that would withstand an earthquake? Did you know that lava is not the most deadly threat from a volcano? In this course, students will use higher level thinking skills to explore the natural disasters our world faces each year. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 1)

SM 211: Physics of Weather
Instructor: Mark Shroyer
What is it often cooler on cloudy days, but warmer on cloudy nights? Why does it rain? What is lightning? Can “grandpa’s sore knees” really predict if a storm is coming? We will study concepts such as temperature, pressure, humidity and wind speed and investigate ways to measure them. We will work to understand how these concepts relate to weather phenomena and can answer these questions and many more! (Hour 2)

SM 212: The Secret of Stuff: Where It Comes From and Where It Goes
Instructor: Froggie Van Riper
With hands-on activities such as making recycled paper, simulating aluminum and plastic production chains, and role-playing the role of factory managers, we will learn how metals, fibers, plastics, fuels and foods are gathered from the earth to make products for our use, and what becomes of them after we use them. (Hours 1 & 3)

SM 213: Three, Two, One Blast Off!
Instructor: Christinel Cain
Come study aeronautics and flight by building and testing paper airplanes! Students will also build and launch film canister rockets, experimenting with different variables. Students will discover information about the history of aeronautics through research-based instruction. Engineers will construct model rockets and become model rocket hobbyists. The target age for this class is students in grades 5-7. (Hour 3)

SM 214: Unlimited Inventions
Instructor: Penny Wagher
If you have ever wondered why or how machines work or are the type of person who enjoys making things and taking them apart, then this is the class for you. Using German-made Capsela Building sets, the students will learn how to construct following diagrams everything from basic cars to vacuum cleaners to cranes, all of which will really move on land or water. (Hour 2)

SM 215: Urban Agriculture
Instructor: Peter Schwartzman
Learn how to grow food in an urban environment using some of the best techniques and state-of-the-art equipment. Topics include vermiculture, soil blocks, square foot gardening, organic weed/pest management, transplanting, soil management and raised beds. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hour 3)

SM 216: Web Page Creation
Instructor: Rob Hull
Explore the Internet in an entirely new way! We will learn the basics of making a fully interactive web page, finding and editing images, and using the Internet safely. Students will also explore what design elements make an appealing web page. Using designing/editing software each student will create a final web page of his or her own design. Returning students are welcome to repeat the class. (Hours 1 & 2)
PART 1 – STUDENT INFORMATION

Student’s name _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

First                         Middle initial                       Last

Date of birth_________ /________ /________  Gender: M  F   Race (optional): ____________________________________________________

month        day         year

Mailing address _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Number, street and apartment number                             City                            State                 Zip

Current Grade: K  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 School attending __________________________________ City ______________________________

T-shirt size (circle one):  Youth 10/12  Youth 14/16   Adult S  Adult M  Adult L  Adult XL

In what area(s) does your child display above-average interest? ________________________________________________________________

Has your child previously attended Knox College 4 Kids? Yes  No  If yes, which year(s)? ___________________________________________

Are your child’s immunizations/shots current?  Yes  No  Medical conditions/allergies_____________________________________________

If you are enrolling more than one child in Knox College 4 Kids, please list names and grades:

1.____________________________________   2.____________________________________   3.____________________________________


PART 2 – SCHOLARSHIPS

A limited number of scholarships are available for students who have financial need. If you wish to be considered for a scholarship to cover the $115.00 registration fee, please have your school principal sign the statement below.

_________________________________________ is eligible for our school’s free or reduced price lunch program.

Principal’s Signature ___________________________________________________________ Date_____________________________________

PART 3 – PHOTO POLICY

As per the Knox College Photo Policy, if your child is photographed, any use of that photograph will not include identification information, such as name or hometown. By signing below, you are giving Knox College permission to photograph your child’s image and use it in Knox College 4 Kids promotional materials.

Parent’s Signature ___________________________________________________________ Date_____________________________________

Please complete BOTH SIDES OF THIS FORM

Completed application and registration fee of $115.00 is due by May 4, 2015.

Please register and pay online (www.knoxalumni.org/College4Kids2015) or send completed application and check/money order (payable to Knox College 4 Kids) to:

Knox College 4 Kids
2 East South Street, Box K-111
Galesburg, IL 61401

If you have questions, please contact:

Jerry Miner, Knox College 4 Kids Co-Director, 309-341-7150 or e-mail college4kids@knox.edu
Jessie Dixon, Knox College 4 Kids Co-Director, 309-341-7239 or e-mail college4kids@knox.edu
PART 4 – COURSE SELECTION

Students must be enrolled in a class for all three class hours. **Please identify three choices, in order of preference, for each hour.** While attempts will be made to accommodate your first preference, Knox College 4 Kids reserves the right to make appropriate substitutions where necessary due to over/under enrolled courses. Final course schedules will be sent to you no later than June 4, 2015.

Hour 1

- FA 201 Art 101
- FA 202 Ceramics
- FA 204 Dream Weavers
- FA 208 Jazzin’ it Up!
- FA 211 Make a Movie
- FA 213 Nature’s Voice through Art and Writing
- FA 215 Photography: The Universal Language
- FA 218 Theatre Performance
- FA 220 Ukulele!
- FA 221 The Voice
- LG 201 A German Experience
- HSS 206 Children at Play
- HSS 207 Be a Roman!
- HSS 209 Heroes and Villains
- HSS 210 Holidays Around the World
- HSS 214 Languages and Cultures Across the World
- HSS 215 My Dream Campus
- HSS 220 Stories You Will Not Forget
- HSS 221 Word Games
- SM 202 Astronomy
- SM 206 Fun with Fossils
- SM 208 Magic
- SM 210 Natural Disasters
- SM 212 The Secret of Stuff
- SM 216 Web Page Creation

Hour 2

- FA 201 Art 101
- FA 202 Ceramics
- FA 203 Crochet is for Kids, Too!
- FA 207 Hear the Music
- FA 209 Knox Sprouts: Pop Up Yoga!
- FA 210 Little Monsters Amigurumi
- FA 211 Make a Movie
- FA 212 Making Music!
- FA 213 Nature’s Voice through Art and Writing
- FA 214 On Your Toes
- FA 215 Photography: The Universal Language
- FA 216 Scrapbooking 101
- FA 218 Theatre Performance
- FA 219 A Thinking Singer
- FA 220 Ukulele!
- FA 221 The Voice
- FA 222 Ways of the Warrior
- HSS 201 Be an Author!
- HSS 204 Case Crackers
- HSS 211 How to Watch a Movie
- HSS 212 Inspire Your Desire to Write
- HSS 214 Languages and Cultures Across the World
- HSS 217 Navigation Island
- HSS 218 Riding the Rails
- HSS 223 Young Entrepreneurs
- SM 204 Building With Fischertechnik
- SM 206 Fun with Fossils
- SM 208 Magic
- SM 209 Myth Busters
- SM 212 The Secret of Stuff
- SM 213 Three, Two, One Blast Off!
- SM 215 Urban Agriculture

Hour 3

- FA 201 Art 101
- FA 202 Ceramics
- FA 203 Crochet is for Kids, Too!
- FA 205 Drum Circle
- FA 206 Fiber Arts 101
- FA 211 Make a Movie
- FA 213 Nature’s Voice through Art and Writing
- FA 214 On Your Toes
- FA 215 Photography: The Universal Language
- FA 216 Song Writing
- FA 219 A Thinking Singer
- FA 220 Ukulele!
- FA 221 The Voice
- FA 222 Ways of the Warrior
- HSS 202 Becoming an Author!
- HSS 203 Campus Artifacts
- HSS 205 Change the World!
- HSS 208 Everything Chocolate
- HSS 212 Inspire Your Desire to Write
- HSS 213 Language and Harry Potter
- HSS 216 Myth & Mythmaking
- HSS 219 Science Fiction
- HSS 222 Words Alive
- SM 201 Arrr You Ready to Be a Pirate?
- SM 203 Basic Calculations in C++
- SM 205 Decoding the Mysteries of Chemistry in Everyday Life
- SM 206 Fun with Fossils
- SM 207 The Future of Energy
- SM 211 Physics of Weather
- SM 214 Unlimited Inventions
- SM 216 Web Page Creation

Please complete BOTH SIDES OF THIS FORM